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 The Government is Aiming for a Smooth Transition from CERB to EI
 The Government will Transition from the CERB to EI, starting September 27

The Government of Canada stated that for eligible Canadians, the Government will transition from the
CERB to a flexible and more accessible EI program, starting September 27, 2020. Canadians receiving EI
are eligible for a taxable benefit at a rate of at least $500 per week, or $300 per week for extended
parental benefits. Canadians claiming EI benefits for job loss would be eligible for at least 26 weeks. 

You are a 900-series Social Insurance
Numbers holders
You are a self-employed workers who
received benefits through Service Canada
You received the CERB from the Canada
Revenue Agency but could have 120 hours of
insurable and meet the other eligibility criteria

Canadians become eligible for their first EI payment at the end of the two weeks that they are out of
work. This means, for example, that those switching to EI from CERB effective September 27, 2020, will be
eligible for their first EI payment as of October 11.

Returning to the EI program will allow claimants to benefit from the Working While on Claim rules. These
rules allow claimants to keep receiving part of their EI benefits and all their earnings from work. The EI
program will also allow Canadians with 120 hours of insurable work or more to qualify by providing a
temporary, one-time credit of 300 insurable hours for those claiming EI regular and work-sharing
benefits. Canadians claiming EI special benefits – including maternity, parental, sickness, compassionate
care, and family caregiver – will be provided with a temporary, one-time credit of 480 insurable hours.

If you are receiving the CERB through
Service Canada and are eligible for EI: 

You will need to apply to Service Canada to
access EI benefits in the following cases:

The Government of Canada believes there will be a smooth transition. It is as follows:

You will most likely be automatically
transitioned
Service Canada will contact all EI clients
to confirm whether they need to apply
or are being transitioned automatically

Service Canada has nearly doubled the number of specialized EI call centre agents in advance of the
expected unprecedented number of EI claims over the coming weeks. Nevertheless, Canadians who
need to speak to an agent should expect long wait times due to the anticipated record call volumes.
Please click here for more information.

https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/news/2020/09/flexible-more-accessible-ei-system-to-help-support-canadians-through-the-next-phase-of-the-recovery.html

